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The martensite-start temperature M, of any steel can, in
principle, be calculated by balancing the driving force for
nucleation £\FM-"'against the available chemical free energy
change accompanying the transformation from austenite to
martensite. Calculation of the latter quantity involves the
extrapolation of the free energy surfacesof austenite and
ferrite into temperature regimes where they are not in
thermodynamic equilibrium; several methods are available
for this purpose.l.2 An advanced method of this kind is
based on the Lacher3 and Fowler and Guggenheim4
formalisms, and was first applied to steelsby Aaronson et
a/.s This was subsequentlycorrected by Shiflet et a/.,6 and
was recently modified by Bhadeshia2 in order better to
represent martensitic transformations.
An advantage of the above method is that it can be
readily adapted to account for the influence of substitutional
alloying elements Yion transformation thermodynamics.7.8
In essence,the presenceof substitutional alloying elements
is acknowledged by allowing for their effects on the
magnetic and non-magnetic components of the free energy
change accompanying the y-« transformation in pure iron.
Additionally, the C-Y interaction is taken into account by
suitably modifying the pairwise C-C interaction energy.
The above approach amounts to ignoring the existenceof
separate Fe and Y atoms; the lattice is treated as an
assembly of averaged, hypothetical 'superelement' atoms.
This procedure seems to work reasonably well in the
equilibrium region of the phase diagram,9 although its
validity has never been satisfactorily assessedin domains
where the phases are not in thermodynamic equilibrium.
Hence, the purpose of the present work was twofold; it was
not only intended to appraisethe superelementtechnique by
considering martensitic transformations in low-alloy steels,
but
it
was additionally
hoped
to
account
thermodynamically for the M, temperaturesof such steels.
METHOD
Modifying the equation of Ref. 2 to allow for substitutional
element effects (according to Ref. 7), we get, at the Ms
temperature,
£\Fx,-:«'
= 2xRT In x+xlL\R« -L\Ry -(£\8« -MJT
+4w« -6wyl
-4RT(1-x) In (1-x)+5RT(1-2x)
In (1-2x)
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where
~a = 19-6x(2/a+3)+(9+16.Ja)X211/2
by = 11-2(1 +2/y)x+(1 +SJy)x211/2
Ja = 1-exp (-wa/RT)
Jy = 1-exp (-my/RT).
In equation (1), T refers to the M. temperature (in absolute
degrees) and is the term to be evaluated, R is the gas
constant, x is the mole fraction of carbon, and }j is the atom
fraction of the ith substitutional alloying element when the
presence of carbon is disregarded. Ll Tmag,and Ll TNMorefer to
the displacement in the temperature at which the free energy
change accompanying the y--+IXtransformation in pure iron
(i.e. LlF~-;a) is evaluated in order to allow for the changes
(per at.-%) due to alloying element effects on the magnetic
and non-magnetic components of Llf1--;a,respectively. These
terms were obtained from Refs. 8 and 10 and values for
L\f1--;a from Ref. 11. The other parameters are as follows:
(i) the partial

molar

heat of solution

ferrite = L\Ha= 111918 J

of carbon

in

mol-I (Ref.12) and

similarly
L\Hy = 35129+169105x
J mol-I (Ref. 13)
(ii) the excess partial molar non-configurational entropy
of solution
of carbon in ferrite = Ma = 51.44
Jmol-IK-1
(Ref. 12) and similarly
My = 7.639+120'4xJmol-1
K-I (Ref. 13).
wa, the carbon-carbon interaction energy in ferrite was
taken to be 48570 J mol-I, based on the average of the
results of Ref. 14. Wy (the corresponding C-C interaction
energy in austenite) values were derived, as a function of the
concentrations of various alloying elements, using the
procedure of Refs. 6 and 7) and the optimized activity data
of Uhrenius.15 These results are plotted in Fig. 1, and
allowed the calculation of the averaged interaction my by the
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2 Comparison between computed and experimental Ms
temperatures
of various low-alloy
steels: experimental data due to Steven and Haynes' 7

influence on the crystallography and substructure of
martensite.
Having assembledall the necessaryparameters, the M.
temperature was calculated by iteratively solving equation
(1), until the two sides of the equation balanced with a
residual error of < 0.01%. The analysis was carried out for
almost the whole range of steels tabulated by Steven and
Haynes; the reasonfor excluding a few steelswas that some
of the steels concerned had practically identical compositions.

Variation
of carbon-carbon
interaction
austenite as function of concentrations
alloying elements

energy in
of various

method of Kinsman and Aaronson.? ~f*, the Zener
ordering term, was evaluated as by Fisher.16The remaining
term ~~-o' was taken to be equivalent to that evaluated by
Bhadeshia2 for plain carbon steels, as a function of the
carbon content of the martensite. This obviously involves
the assumption that L\FL-o'is identical for Fe-C and Fe-CY steels,and is only a function of the carbon content. The
assumption is considered to be reasonablesince the present
analysis was conducted on the data of Steven and
Haynes;17 the relatively low concentrations of alloying
elements of their steels are not expected to modify the
crystallography or substructure of the martensite, especially
since the effect of carbon was taken into account through
the data of Ref. 2. Carbon has by far the most significant

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
It is clear from Fig. 2 that the predicted results are in rather
good agreementwith the experimental data of Steven and
Haynes. It does, however, seem that the superelement
approach tends to somewhat underestimate the Ms
temperatures, although on average the difference between
the predicted and experimental results is acceptably small
(the order of 10-20 K).
We therefore conclude that the superelement
extrapolation technique is justified for low-alloy steels,but
note that to a small extent it tends to overcompensatefor
the presenceof substitutional elements,thereby predicting a
higher undercooling before the onset of martensitic
transformation than is actually the case. This small
discrepancymay in part be due to the analytical assumption
that the critical driving force necessarybefore the onset of
martensite formation is only a function of the carbon
content.
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ATLAS OF HOT WORKING PROPERTIESOF THE
NONFERROUS METALS:
Volume

The flow stress of metallic materials is one of the most important characteristics for the mathematical treatment of deformation processes and is the basis for all calculations of forces. Such
knowledge is indispensable for scientists, for those who deal with production planning, and for all
users and makers of machinery and plant.
To meet the increasing demand for characteristic deformation data, the Extrusion Committee
of the Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Metallkunde (DGM) has collected a set of stress-strain curves for
hot working aluminium
and copper and their alloys, information
normally available only in
numerous and widely scattered sources.
The two Atlases now available have English and German explanatory matter, and may be
ordered separately. The Aluminium volume contains some 700 stress-strain curves (245 pages) and
the Copper volume about 1200 (480 pages). The material is ring-bound and it is intended to issue
Supplements for inclusion which will be available to subscribers at a nominal charge. Diagrams
are identical in scale and dimension throughout the work to facilitate comparison. The curves are
supplied with references and wherever possible methods of calculation and evaluation are
described. In addition, preliminary
accounts are given of experimental techniques and methods
of determination, thus providing the user with a clearly arranged survey of the field.
The Metals
world outside

Society has arranged
Germany.

with

the DGM

to distribute

the Atlas

in many

areas of the

Volume I: Aluminium
and aluminium alloys
ISBN 3-88355-000-0
Price: UK £36'00, post free; Overseas $72.00, free fast post

320x 265 mm

Volume 2: Copper and copper alloys
ISBN 3-88355-001-9
Price: UK £42.00, post free; Overseas $84.00, free fast post

320x 265mm

Send orders with full remittance to:
The Metals Society (MP, Sales Dept),
I Carlton House Terrace, London SWIY 5DB, England.
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